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â€œKeith Harmon Snowâ€™s meticulously documented investigation into sex-trafficking of children

by American judges is not to be missed. This scandal is one of the most important censored stories

in our country today. I might not believe what Mr. Snow has written if I had not independently

investigated two dozen cases not discussed in his article, and found ample evidence of the precise

dynamics he lays out for us here. Anyone who says they care about child welfare needs to learn

what is happening in family courts and take action until it is stopped. Once you start reading this

exposÃ©, you wonâ€™t be able to put it down.â€•â€”Lundy BancroftAuthor of Why Does He Do

That?Historyâ€™s largest-selling book on domestic violence
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Keith Harmon Snow's book is a must-read. For the first-time a writer of courage has called the

corrupt US family court systems what they are - criminal organized trafficking of children for sex

abuse by, largely, elite, rich, white men.What PA AG Kathleen Kane is exposing now in the PA court

system is exactly what is happening in Maine with Judge Judge Moskowitz and many other judges.

When will DOJ and the FBI open a federal investigation into the racketeering of Maine's judges,

prosecutors, cops and child protection staff? How many more lives must be destroyed?Thank you



Keith for your courage and your determination not to be silenced.May God bless and protect

you.Thank you.Lori Handrahanhttp://www.data4justice.org@LoriHandrahan2

Following up on his emotionally shattering article, A LIFE SENTENCE * U.S. FAMILY COURTS

SACRIFICING MOTHERS & CHILDREN'Family Courts Behind an Epidemic of Pedophilia & Judicial

Abuse, published online by Conscious Being Alliance and spread widly over the internet via

mothers' custody websites in 2012. When I read that piece, I realized that Keith Harmon Snow

stands as a giant among the very few investigative reporters there who, despite the real dangers of

doing so, expose the evil doings of the worst of the worst of our society.He nails the corrupt family

court system to the wall once again, in his full-sized expose, The Worst Interests of the Child. Here

is a man who stands 180-degrees apart from the kind of men described by mothers' custody

attorney Richard Ducote as "breastless men," men who deliberately, maliciously, and relentlessly

torment their female ex-partners in the cruelest of ways: by separating her from and harming their

children. I happen to know a lot about this topic, as I have worked or interacted with thousands of

women who have lost their children under the very same kinds of circumstances described by Keith

in this book. The entire book rebounds with truth and resonates with integrity. I read it straight

through in one sitting--that's how strong his message is; I couldn't stop until I got it all. Get it, read it,

and weep for this generation's children.

Keith blew me away with how well he got the reader to digest such a horrific and unbelievable

travesty happening secretly to millions of children all over America and many more abroad. Could

not put the book down even through the tears and tragic events. -Aleah"Author of A Little Lynched:

Amber Alert AJudge Ordered Kidnapping"

Very meticulously researched, beautifully packaged book carrying horrible, timely, essential

information for any citizen who believes the justice system needs reform (or in these egregious

cases, serious scrutiny followed by outraged action rather)--or perhaps mainly, for anyone who

believes our system works just fine as it is. All is not fine. In instances recounted in this book, and

which I know apply far beyond its scope, all is the evil opposite of fine. This is not theory--it's hard

hitting facts told in the author's insistent, passionate yet soundly journalistic prose. Keith Harmon

Snow cuts right to it--please, please take the time to read this book and share it--widely--with others.

#weneedtoknow



If we had seen in the news that children in some faraway place were being ripped from their

mothers and forced to endure horrific lives, we would pay attention. When it happens every week in

our own country, we look the other way. Our own media doesn't even see it as a priority. Until

someone experiences, first hand, or personally witnesses the corruption of family court, they do not

believe that it could possibly be such a regular and frequent reality. Someday it will come out in the

open, but that day might be far away, and it will be far too late for far too many children. I hope this

book lands in everyone's hands.

Learn the truth that is happening to millions of moms and children in divorce / family court. It is truly

an epidemic that is destroying millions of lives so that judges and lawyers can profit off trafficking

children! Learn where America is heading - cause you may be next...

THE most important book published this year, if you read it and truly grasp how deep and ugly and

horrible and SYSTEMIC this is, you'll agree. The women and children destroyed by this system daily

must be heard.
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